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                        BBT ANTENNAS INC

                        
                            Based on more than 30 years' experience, BBT ANTENNAS INC integrates antenna research & development, production and sales, and focuses on technology research & development and innovation, owns complete independent intellectual property rights and have made many new breakthroughs especially in the Internet of Things and Internet communication industry products and also obtained a number of product patents.We are concentrating on a vasty of antenna products, such as 6G, 5G, V2X, 4G/LTE, RFID, WLAN, WiFi, WiMax, MiMo, CPE, LoRa, NB-IoT, VHF/UHF, TVWS, UWB, GPS, Beidou, and all sorts of wireless communication accessories in civil uses.
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                                Years Experience
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                                Certification
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                            Application

                            	
                                    
                                        

                                        

                                    

                                    
                                        Base Station
                                        
                                            
                                                Base station antennas are widely used in telecommunication networks, ensuring seamless connectivity for mobile devices in urban and rural areas, facilitating data transfer and voice communication.                                            
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                                        RFID Security
                                        
                                            
                                                RFID antennas play a crucial role in security applications, enabling contactless access control, asset tracking, and personnel identification. They enhance security systems by providing real-time data and reducing unauthorized access risks.                                            
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                                        Public Transportation
                                        
                                            
                                                RFID antennas enhance public transportation by enabling contactless ticketing, smart card validation, and passenger flow monitoring. They improve efficiency, reduce fare evasion, and provide valuable data for transit operators to optimize schedules and resource allocation.                                            
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                                        Indoor Distributed Antenna
                                        
                                            
                                                Indoor distributed antennas improve wireless connectivity within buildings, including offices, shopping malls, and airports. They enhance signal coverage, reduce dead zones, and maintain stable network connections, enabling seamless communication and data transfer for users.                                            
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                                        Ourdoor WiFi Transmission Coverage
                                        
                                            
                                                Outdoor WiFi Transmission Coverage antennas ensure robust and expansive wireless connectivity in outdoor spaces like parks, stadiums, and remote areas. Withstanding various weather conditions, they facilitate reliable internet access and empower IoT devices in smart cities.                                            
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                            A professional service team.

                            
                                There are different kinds of antennas, they are in different shapes and specification.
If you are confusing that which of them is the best choice for your application scenarios. 
You need a professinal service team to give you the best recommendation.
A professional service team can always help you to choose the correct product, and explain the specification for you with patience.
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                                                    Enterprise culture
                                                

                                                
                                                    	Values

Integrity Quality Innovation Service
	Idea 

Technological innovation, interrelation between things, intelligent life, endless improvement
	Service purposes 

Hand by hand , to provide superior communication and information solutions to customers sincerely
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                                                    Aftersales Team
                                                

                                                
                                                    We are proud to offer a one-year warranty for our communication antennas. This warranty coverage ensures that any defects in materials or workmanship, under normal usage and installation, will be repaired or replaced at no cost to the customer. Our dedicated customer support team is available to provide assistance and address any concerns you may have during the warranty period. We stand by the quality of our products and are committed to delivering unparalleled customer satisfaction. For more information on our warranty policy, please contact our customer service team.
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                                                    R&D team
                                                

                                                
                                                    Professional Technical Research & Development Team
	RF Engineer      
	Microwave Technology Engineer
	Quality Control Engineer  
	Simulation Design Engineer
	Structural Engineer   
	Trial Engineer 
	Commissioning Engineer

BBT is equipped with advanced R&D, testing, processing and production facility.
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                                                    QC Team
                                                

                                                
                                                    Professional quality management team
	Raw Material Quality Management
	Final Quality Mangement
	Process Quality Management
	Shipping Quality Mangement

We have established and strictly enforced a complete and scientific service and management system in accordance with the ISO9001 quality management concept. Based on the principle of "guided by science and technology, keep improving, and making customer satisfied", we are committed to providing customers with products and services that meet the "zero defect" requirements in the process of design, development and production.
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                    Certification

                    
                        
                            	
                                    
                                        Utility patent
                                    
                                


                            
                                                                
                                    	Obtained ISO 9001:2015 certificate;
	Obtained ISO 14001:2015 certificate;
	Also obtained a number of utility model patent certificates.
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                        Partner

                        
                            We have Provided communication services to
                            1000+                            

                            Enterprises.
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                            Are you ready to inspire
 your communications business?

                        
                            
                                Get in touch
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                                2024-03-13
                                
                                    Communication Technology Leads the Future: BBT ANTENNAS INC Shines at MWC Barcelona 2024
                                    At MWC Barcelona 2024, BBT ANTENNAS INC presents the latest antenna solutions for communication ......
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                             Factory Address :

                            No.7, Lianxin South Road, Yundonghai Street, Foshan City, Guangdong, China

                        

                        
                            E-mail : 

                            	bbt@bbtantennas.com


                        

                        
                            Tel : 

                            	+86-757-6689 8899
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